Re/turning to the audience? Exploring young
people’s celebrity practices

Studying Celebrity: the
dominance of ‘the text’
“The dependence upon the
methods of textual analysis has a
slightly regressive dimension….
while textual analysis certainly
remains a valid methodology… we
have long passed the point where
it can be seen as constituting an
entirely sufficient basis upon
which to mount a broad
programme of cultural studies
research” (Turner, 2010: 15).

Youth and celebrity’s social
implications
“[Celebrity] participates in the field of
expectations that many, particularly the
young, have of everyday life…. This latter
aspect is now regularly picked up in the
media, but so far this has produced little in
the way of analysis or explanation. In fact,
it is notable that while celebrity’s social
and cultural implications are probably the
aspects we understand least at the
moment, they are also the aspects about
which we should be most legitimately
concerned in the long term” (Turner, 2010:
13)

Celebrity as a
cultural resource
• Everyday practices not intense
fan relationships
• Power and inequality
• Contestation and struggle
• Contradictory, resistant and
multifarious meanings informed
by audiences position and
histories

Unruly Readers
“Cutting through debates that assume texts work in a
particular way” (Skeggs and Wood, 2012: 17)
“Fieldwork among audiences – in the broad sense of
engaging oneself with the unruly and heterogeneous
practices and accounts of real historical viewers or readers –
helps to keep our critical discourses from becoming closed
texts of Truth, because it forces the researcher to come to
terms with perspectives that may not be easily integrated in a
smooth, finished and coherent Theory.” (Ien Ang, 1996: 51455).

What and who we study
The usual suspects?
Lena Dunham
David Bowie
Rihanna
Miley Cyrus
Barack Obama...










The unusual suspects?
YouTubers
Our case studies




The significance of Youtubers: Recessionary
celebrities and ‘new work’?
Laura:

And so the YouTubers er, are they, do you think they’re a different type
of celebrity, to other kind of celebrities or?
Bob:
Yeah
Ann:
Yeah definitely.
Bob:
They’re like- they’re self made.
Dory: My favourite YouTuber is KSI.
Mat:
He’s my new favourite. And KSI. Yeah.
Dory: Brilliant.
Laura: So you were saying, um Bob you were saying they’re self made?
Bob:
Yeah, and like they’ve done it all themselves, well most of them have.
Mat:
They, just through a likeable personality. [Others: yeah] YouTubers are
genuine because they’re liked for who they are. (Year 10, South West school)

•

•

What we can say about
those we study
“I love Beyoncé so much… because to get where
she is, she’s tried her hardest. And she gives her
all in everything she does….. It’s just that like um
if you’ve watched the new Cadillac Records,
Beyoncé starred as Etta James and she just
showed her life and how it was for her, as a
young woman trying to get into the music
business, and trying, and how men would just
like think ‘oh yeah women, all these women
can’t do what we can do and all’. And it’s just
like, that really like showed me that no matter
what comes in your way, you can always get
passed that, and you always have to stay strong.
… It’s Beyoncé who’s influenced me, and who I
look up to, who helps me thrive to get what I
want. … She inspires me.”

Struggle, ambivalence and disruption:
Manjula: I love the Kardashians [show]. It's fun, entertaining, there's always
somethingChallenging
interesting going on. pedagogic
Also I've sisters too,incitements
so I understand what they

go through between the sisters.
Kim: Are they quite close [M: Yeah], so you can relate to that?
Manjula Yeah. I can….. I think she’s really nice…. And successful. She’s always
with
her sisters when it comes to business, always working together with her sisters
Kirsty: I love their shows….I like watching how they all interact with each other
because they're such a big family…..it sort of makes you feel like, ‘oh, I wish I'd
got like six sisters’ because they all just sit and get along a lot, and play jokes
on each other. [They are] really close and that's what I like

Conclusion…..?
Turning to how young people use celebrity shifts our focus and
understanding of what celebrity ‘is’ and ‘does’
It unsettles ‘easy answers’ and disrupts our ‘smooth theories’
It generates questions that niggle and ‘keep you awake at night’
(Hall in Giroux 2000)

Over to you….
In small groups discuss your responses - thoughts, questions–
to what you have heard in this session. Please consider the
following:
What differences do you think a turn to audiences can make to
what we can know about celebrity?
Thinking about the celebrity you named on your badge this
morning, how – if at all – have the discussions across all three
sessions changed the way you now think and feel about them?

